122
However, the phenotypic spectrum of these disease genes was broader than 123 expected 11, 12 , ranging from EE (e.g. SCN1A 13 
157
Individuals with NDDEE were diagnosed with following specific syndromes: IS (n = 243),
158
LGS (n = 145), electrical status epilepticus in sleep (ESES, n = 42), myoclonic--atonic 
170
We excluded DNV present in ExAC 32 to improve power, as these have been shown to 171 confer no risk to childhood--onset NDD on a group level 33 . The frequency of DNVmis+trunc in 172 EE genes was not significantly different between NDDEE (13.0%±3.1, mean, 95%--CI) and 173 NDDuE (11.5%±1.8, mean, 95%--CI, p--value = 0.4, Fisher's Exact Test, Figure 1A 
179
95%--CI: 3.7 to 5.9, Figure  2B ). This suggests a markedly overlapping genetic spectrum 180 of NDDEE and NDDuE. We subsequently performed DNV enrichment analyses on the 181 combined cohort of NDDEE+uE.
183

Discovery of genes with exome--wide DNV burden in NDD with epilepsy
184
We compared the numbers of DNV in the combined cohort of NDD with epilepsy Table 1 ).
252
Confirming previous findings 24,37 , DNV in ion channel genes were associated with 253 epilepsy (OR 6.0, 95%--CI 3.9 to 9.2, p--value 1x10 --16 
457
Raw sequencing reads were converted to standard fastq format using bcl2fastq software 458 2.17.1.14 (Illumina, Inc.), and fed to a pipeline at Centogene AG based on the 1000
459
Genomes Project (1000G) data analysis pipeline and GATK best practice 
503
The core analysis of our study is the enrichment of 
